Abstract --Since high error rates are inevitable to the wireless environment, energy-efficient error-control is an important issue for mobile computing systems. We have studied the energy efficiency of two different error correction mechanisms and have measured the efficiency of an implementation in software. We will show that it is not suffrcient to concentrate on the energy efficiency of error control mechanisms only, but the required extra energy consumed by the wireless interface should be incorporated as well. A model is presented that can be used to determine an energy-efficient errorcorrection scheme of a minimal system consisting of a generalpurpose processor and a wireless interface. As an example we have determined these error-correction parameters on two systems with a WaveLAN interface.
I INTRODUCTION
Low energy consumption is a key issue for portable wireless network devices like computers like PDAs and laptops where battery energy is a limited resource. Power consumption is becoming the limiting factor in the amount of functionality that can be placed in these devices [8]. More extensive and continuous use of network services will only aggravate this problem [213. Since high error rates are inevitable to the wireless environment, energy-eficient error control is an important issue for mobile computing systems. This includes energy spent in the physical throughput, and energy efficiency. Basically there are two methods of dealing with errors: retransmission (Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) and Forward Error Correction (FEC). Hybrids of these two also exist. Within each category, there are numerous options to choose from. Computer communication generally implements a reliable data transfer using either methods or a combination of them at different levels in the protocol stack. Turning a poor reliability channel into one with moderate reliability is best done within the physical layer utilising signal space or binary coding techniques with soft decoding. FEC is mainly used at the data link layer to reduce the impact of errors in the wireless connection. In most cases, these codes provide less than perfect protection and some amount of residual errors pass through. The upper level protocol layers employ various block error detection and retransmission schemes (see e.g. [19] [10]). Adaptive error control allows the error control strategy to vary as the channel conditions vary. In a wireless channel, link adaptations should occur frequently because of the rapid changes in signal and interference environment. In such a dynamic environment it is likely that any of the previous schemes is not likely to be optimal in terms of energy efficiency all the time, and adaptive error control seems likely a source of efficiency gain. radio transmission process, as well as energy spent in Scope computation, including error coding.
In our study we focus on the energy efficiency of local errorThis paper describes how energy efficiency in the wireless link Control schemes for COmmUIliCatiOn PrOtOCOk On the Wireless can be enhanced via adaptive error control and we investigate the channel. We take into account the Computational COSt S associated energy efficiency of error control mechanisms, The focus is on with error correcting codes in addition to the communication Costs the higher protocol layers (Link and transport) layers that offer a , associated With radio traIlSmiSSiOn. In PartlCLllX We Concentrate high potential gain of energy efficiency.
on error control schemes for systems where Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning is a major concern, e.g. in wireless ATM Error-control mechanisms traditionally trades off complexity and These communications will include video, audio, ' Ur approach we energy corlsumption constraints to the parameters are jitter, delay, reliability, and throughput [6]. In the error control mechanisms in order to enhance energy eficiency presence of stringent QoS and energy consumption constraints it under various wireless channel conditions. In a wireless .
is very hard to use retransmission techniques as basic error environment these conditions not only vary dynamically because control mechanism because they affect the QoS when the error the physical conditions of a communication system can vary conditions become bad. Although good designed retransmission rapidly, but they can also vary because the user moves from an schemes can be optimal with respect to energy efficiency, they indoor office environment to a crowded city town. Not only the can introduce intolerable low performance to fulfil the required characteristics could have changed, . it is even possible that a QoS of the application. Although error correction schemes in most cases consume more energy due to increased computation complete different infrastructure will be used [20] . The and communication, they can provide the constant quality and communication interface of the mobile must not only be able to adapt to these situations and provide the basic functionally, it stringent delay provisions required for multimedia traffic. must also do it energy efficient in all these situations. At the same Moreover, since continuous-media services Like audio, video and time, the Quality of Service guarantees of the various connections graphics can tolerate some residual corruption, ARQ can be avoided altogether for these applications [7] . Nevertheless, ARQ should still be supported.
Error control alternatives
may be valuable on time-varying wireless channels, where QoS There are a large variety of error control strategies, each with its guarantees will be difficult or expensive. own advantages and disadvantages in terms of latency, 
Related work
Error control is an area in which much research has been performed. Books on error control, such as [12] , cover the basic FEC and ARQ schemes well. More recently, much work has focussed on error control in wireless channels. Adaptive error control is mainly used to improve the throughput on a wireless link [4] [5] . Most relevant work that also relates the error coding strategy to energy consumption is by Zorzi [23] [24] and Lettieri [Ill. Overview A goal of this research is to determine which error-correcting mechanisms should be used in a wireless environment with stringent QoS, and which parameters they should apply to obtain the most energy efficient solution for a variety of error conditions in a wireless envuonment. In particular we will study the wellknown Reed-Solomon code and the less known EVENODD code [ll that was designed for a system of redundant disks (RAID). We will concentrate on an implementation in software. Dedicated hardware may be used, though in a system, which requires the flexibility to alter error control schemes on a stream by stream basis, a software solution may be preferable. The total energy consumption per useful bit will depend both on the energy of transmission and the energy of redundancy computation. We will show that the computational cost associated with FEC cannot be ignored. Furthermore, the trend has been toward smaller communication cells, e.g. with the size of an office room, thus requiring lower transmit power. The ratio of computational to transmit power under these circumstances is therefore only likely to increase. An additional goal is therefore to determine which parameters should be used when the cost for communication is incorporated as well. First we will provide in section I1 the general strategy that we will use for error correction. Section 111 shows the results of an implementation of the mechanisms on a general-purpose processor. The energy efficiency factor of our implementation and the pre-conditions for it will be determined for both mechanisms.
The results are used in section N to determine the energy efficiency of a minimal system consisting of a general-purpose processor and a wireless interface. As an example we determine the energy efficiency of error control with a WaveLAN card. We will finish with some conclusions in section V.
ERROR CONTROL
Wireless networks have a much higher error rate than the normal wired networks. The errors that occur on the physical channel are caused by phenomena such as signal fading, transmission interference, user mobility and multi-path.
The error model
In characterising the wireless channel, there are two variables of importance. First, there is the Bit Error Rate (BER) -a function of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) at the receiver -, and second the burstiness of the errors on the channel. Studies have shown that this leads to three classes of errors: packet loss, packet truncation, and bit corruption errors. A hierarchical error control mechanism -on which basic error control is applied on a relatively small amount of data to overcome the basic BER, and additional layers on which FEC in combination with ARQ is applied on larger amounts of data to overcome burst errors -can tackle these types of errors. However, given the high variability of the error environment, these techniques would need to be applied adaptively to avoid unnecessary overhead when conditions are good. Several studies have shown that adaptive packet sizing and FEC can significantly increase the throughput of a wireless LAN, using relative simple adaptation policies (e.g. [31[41[51[171) . In this study we do not deal with the physical layer or on the mechanisms involved like coding and power control. Our starting point is on the interface between [.he physical transceiver and the higher-level communication system. Most wireless transceiver hardware of wireless systems has some error correction mechanisms build-in to overcomlt or reduce the impact of the errors on the physical channel. However, it is usually inefficient to provide a very high degree (of error correction, and some residual errors pass through. The network communication layer therefore does not see the raw physical channel, but a channel modified by the physical layer that has a residual error characteristic [22] . The most relevant errors that occur are block errors covering a period of up to a few hundred milliseconds. If the length over which the error correction is applied is larger than the burst size, then it is possible that a sufficiently strong error correcting code will be enough to overcome even the burst errors. Adaptive error control can be added fairly easily to a MAC protocol and link layer protocols. First of all, the adaptive error control techniques have to present in the sender and receiver. Secondly, a feedback loop is required to allow the transmitter to adapt the error coding according to the error rate observed at the receiver. Normally, such informat~~on consists of parameters such as mean carrier-to-interference ratio (CA) or signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), standard deviation of SNR channel impulse response characterization, bit error statistics (mean and standard deviation), and packet error rate. The required feedback loop limits the responsiveness to the wireless link conditions. Additional information can be gathered with a technique that performs link adaptation in an implicit manner by purely relying on acknowledgement (ACWNACK) information from the radio link layer.
The encoding packet model
The basis for most currently designed wireless systems will likely be packet switching communication schemes that manage data transfer in blocks that contain muh.iple symbols (of size s). Errors are assumed to be detected by some detection technique, and the whole packet will be discarded. The residual channel characteristic after the physical and' link layer processing is then based on erasures, i.e. missing packets in a stream [ 181. Figure 2 shows a graphical representation of the error correction mechanism. The sender collects a number of source data packets in a buffer. When the buffer is full, the data is encoded, and the encoded data is transmitted. The receiver is able to reconstruct the original data from a subset of the encoded data, and so can allow the erasure of some packets. We will denote the number of source packets as k, the packet size as S, the number of redundant packets m, and the number of encoded packets as n. Such a code is called an (nk) code and allows the receiver to recover from m (=n-k) losses in a group of n encoded packets. This structure can be seen as an (S)
array in which the columns represent a packet of length S, the first k columns represent the source data packets, and the last m columns represent the redundant packets. All packets together build up one frame. Figure 3 gives a graphical representation of this scheme. 
hlPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
In the next sections we show the results of a software implementation of both error-correction mechanisms. We are aware of the fact that a software implementation is not the most energy-efficient solution, and might not provide enough performance. However, there exist many applications and systems that do not need high performance and cannot use the capabilities and advantages of dedicated hardware. For example, a notebook computer can also benefit from an energy-efficient solution, although not the most optimal possible when the required hardware would be available. A software implementation has further a number of specific advantages compared to a hardware solution:
The use of a microprocessor allows very rapid adaptations to varying error conditions (burst size, frequency) and required
QoS from applications. The adaptation to perform can be applying another error control scheme, or adapting some parameters of the error control scheme.
A software implementation allows us to experiment with a large set of error control schemes, and experience in 'real life' how applications behave. When we have a good feeling of the behaviour of the schemes, then we could compose a subset of error control schemes that is suitable to be implemented in hardware, either in an FPGA, a DSP, or a custom chip.
The error control can easily and efficiently be embedded in various layers of the communication protocol where the data is buffered anyway. Little extra overhead is expected with a good engineered and well-integrated error correction mechanism.
A standard processor also allows the use of relatively large memories, and thus allows for much larger block lengths than standard custom chips (that typically allow a block length of up to 255 bytes [15] ). In a wireless office environment burst errors of 1 to 100 ms can be expected. To handle these large erasures at relatively high speed (say 2 Mb/s), a large block size is needed. We will assume the energy consumed by the algorithm to be linearly related to the amount of time needed for the processor to do its calculations. Although this possibly introduces some inaccuracy, we believe that this still gives a good approximation of reality. Both implementations are written in C and are portable across many platforms. The code is written straightforward, and only uses the most obvious optimisations (like the use of a multiply lookup table for RS coding). Handcrafted code that makes good use of the specific features of the processor (like registers, caching and the use of special instructions) might achieve significant speedups. In the following we will compare the energy-efficiency factors using a rating that indicates the amount of energy consumed to process one byte, using:
We define the energy eficiency e as the amount of data processed divided by the energy that is consumed to process that data.
Error correction
The data model that we have used in our measurements is an (5') x (k + (n-k)) array of symbols with size s. The energy efficiency e,, of RS coding and of EVENODD coding (approximation when nb 2 ) fork large is approximately:
The factor E,, is determined by the implementation of the coding. We first measured E,, on a PentiumPro 133 MHz for EVENODD ( 2 ) and RS using n-k=2. The effect of the inherent overhead is getting less when the packet size and the number of source packets k is enlarged, because it will be amortized over more data. The column constraints indicates when the values have become stable.
Note that the EVENODD algorithm operates on symbols of size s, whereas the RS algorithm becomes stable in terms of a packet size S (consisting of multiple symbols s). To summarize we have the following results: Table 1 : Enerzv efficiencv factors of error correcting codes for n-k=2.
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The implementations show that a constant performance and constant energy efficiency is reached for small values of k and for small data sizes. The RS code has a larger initial overhead than EVENODD. The RS code is attractive because it is the most general technique capable of tolerating n-k simultaneous failures. The complexity and the requirement of computations in the finite field make the encoding however about four times less energy efficient than EVENODD. The EVENODD mechanism on the other hand, can only sustain two packet erasures, but is more flexible and gives a further reduction in energy consumption for decoding when the burst-error size is small [9] .
ERROR-CORRECTION ENERGY-EFEICLENCY OF A MINIMAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
The communication overhead involved mainly depends on the number of additional bits that are transmitted. The communication energy efficiency of transmitting an (n,k) redundant code (with m = n-k >O) equals:
in which E,,, is determined by the energy consumption of the wireless interface.
In Figure 4 both functions are plotted (with (n-k) constant), and the trade-off is shown clearly. The energy efficiency of error correction increases when the number of source packets k decreases, and the energy efficiency of communication eco,,, shows a greater efficiency when the ratio between the number of source packets k and the number of redundant packets (n-k) is large. The value of k where the communication overhead equals the error correction overhead depends on the implementation of the coding and on the energy efficiency of the communication.
Note that the maximum loss rate that can be sustained equals (nk ) / n. So, when determining the most energy efficient value of k for a constant number of redundant packets (n-k), k must always be below the required value. In [9] is shown that by using (2) and (3) the energy efficiency of a system composed of a transceiver for the communication and a codec for the encoding and decoding of the packets equals to:
So, once we know the values of Eco, and E,,, this equation can be used to adapt the parameters of the error-correcting code, such that an energy efficient implementation is achieved. As an example we will determine the energy efficiency of a small system consisting of a WaveLAN E'CMCIA card with a Pentium Pro and a StrongARM SA-1100. The energy efficiency of the StrongARM is about 70 times better than the PentiumPro. Figure  5 shows the result. The figure shows only the transmitting side, thus encoding and sending the data. The graphs with &=210 E,, and E, =770 E,, represent the StrongARM efficiency. The general tendency is that the energy efficiency increases with increasing k (because less communication is needed), up to a certain k,,, where the encoding cost is becoming the limiting factor. When the efficiency of encoding is high (like the StrongARM implementation of EVENODD), then k,, is high also. If the efficiency of encoding is low (llike the RS encoding on a PentiumPro), then the communication cost is negligible.
This shows that is of no use to have a larger k than k, , , , not only because it is less efficient, but also because it has lower errorcorrecting capabilities. On the otheir side, k must be chosen small enough to sustain the bad state probability of the system in a certain environment. This k is called k,,,,,. For n-k=2 the tolerable error rate & is determined by &<2/(11+2), thus k<2/& -2. Both k,,, (for energy efficiency) and k,,f,, (for error correcting capabilities) thus determine the appropriate choice of k in a system. The general consensus that it is profitatile to minimise the number of bits over the air-interface [5] is tlhus not correct and effective when considering the energy efficiency of a system.
General ,strategy
The value of k , , is the maximum of the graph from relation (4). When implementing an energy efficient error correction mechanism there are several parameters that must be taken into account.
Ratio R.
The ratio R between the energy efficiency factor of error correction and the energy efficiency factor of communication is not dependent on the environment and the current state of the wireless channel. It is static for a certain system configuration and can be determined when designing or configuring the system. Bad state probability e. This probability is highly dependent on the current situation of the wireless channel. The parameter determines the required coding mechanism, the number of source packets k , and the number of redundant packets n-k. Maximum burst error-size. This parameter is also dependent on the current situation and mainly influences the required buffer space, but also influences the error correcting capabilities of the mechanism. If the required QoS can sustain the delays that are introduced with the buffer, then the size can be chosen large. When all these parameters are known, then the error correction mechanism can be chosen such that it adheres to the required QoS (incorporating the error correcting capabilities and latency) at the most energy efficient way using the relation (4) described in this section.
V CONCLUSION
We have studied two different error correction mechanisms with different characteristics and capabilities, i.e. EVENODD and RS. The implementations of these mechanisms on a general-purpose processor in C show that they already reach constant performance and constant energy efficiency for small values of k and for small data sizes. The RS code is attractive because it is the most general technique capable of tolerating n-k simultaneous failures. The complexity and the requirement of computations in the finite.field make the encoding however about four times less energy efficient than EVENODD. The EVENODD mechanism on the other hand can only sustain two packet erasures, but it allows the reconstruction of 2(k-1) erased symbols (and not packet erasures as with RS) which increases its flexibility and gives a further reduction in energy consumption for decoding when the bursterror size is small.
We have shown that it is not sufficient to concentrate on the efficiency of error control mechanisms only, but the required extra energy consumed by the wireless interface should be incorporated as well. From energy efficiency perspective it is not always profitable to minimise the number of bits transmitted over the air. We have provided a suategy to determine the most energy efficient error correction scheme of a minimal system consisting of a general-purpose processor and a wireless communication interface.
